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1. What does the security landscape in IT look like today, with specific respect to SaaS?

a. Excellent question! To me, there are 4 main drivers on how SaaS has changed the security

landscape

b. First, there’s the expanded remote workforce .

i. This is due in large part to the recent world events but also because of the shifting

mindset of newer generations.

ii. Born of this new mindset, is the Digital Nomad;  more mobile and technologically

adept, they require more fluidity in their IT security constraints

iii. Covid was the catalyst that put traditional IT practices on a new trajectory

1. Reports are showing many will not return to offices as employees adjust to

the new normal of working remotely. One May report by MarketWatch

indicated that several Silicon Valley leaders are in agreement with Twitter’s

approach of allowing employees to work from home indefinitely. As you

can imagine, this sentiment has only found more ground in the time

between May and now, as we are seeing a resurgence of cases and

lockdown policies.

c. Secondly, the shift to cloud productivity has caused a dramatic change in the role of IT

managers

i. There's less of a focus on maintaining on-prem hardware, and a bigger emphasis on

supporting and enabling  users.

d. Thirdly, SaaS companies adapt to the new landscape and its impact on security

i. For example, to address these changes, Microsoft has released comprehensive

security tools, built into the Microsoft 365 platform.

ii. In addition to existing solutions, Microsoft is continually releasing features on a

consistent basis.
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1. As we continue our discussion, we will touch on some of these exciting

features

e. Lastly, this causes best practices to constantly change

i. With the boundaries of what an organization needs to protect ever expanding,

staying informed is paramount. Just a couple years ago this was seldom taken

seriously. The surplus of information and resources that are out there make it

difficult to narrow down what tools are most relevant to you and your organization

f. With so much happening, I’m definitely excited to talk about it all and answer some

questions!

2. How does all of this affect one's job as an IT pro? Especially in terms of responsibilities or

expectations?

a. As an IT Pro, there are a lot of Day to Day changes to your security responsibilities with the

move to a remote workforce.

i. For one, the user onboarding process has changed in a way that requires more

attention to detail. Not only do you as an IT administrator need to worry about

what permissions your users have access to in your on-prem environment, but you

also need to be aware of what permissions they hold in the cloud.

ii. Additionally, you need to monitor and secure those cloud identities to ensure that

they are not unwittingly allowing 3rd-party cloud apps to gain access to your

organizational data via side channels.

iii. Furthermore, there is the concern about whether the personal devices that your

users are using to access company data should be trusted, and if so, to what extent?

1. These concerns have given rise to the proliferation of SaaS solutions like

Intune Mobile Device Management, Microsoft Cloud App Security, and

Microsoft Defender ATP.

2. These services provide you with the visibility and control you need over

user activities as it relates to your organization’s intellectual property.

b. With regards to Microsoft 365 Security, certain responsibilities are offloaded to Microsoft

and a subset of those responsibilities are left to you, the customer

i. Thankfully, MIcrosoft makes it very clear, as they use the “Shared Responsibility

Model” across Microsoft 365 and Azure platforms

1. This model details the responsibilities assigned to end users, services, and

providers.



2. Microsoft takes care of the Physical security, Host infrastructure, Network 

controls, Application level controls, some of the Identity and access 

management and a portion of the Client and end-point protection 

3. You as an IT admin are expected to take care of the remaining parts of the 

Identity and access management, Client and end-point protection, and the 

entirety of Data classification and accountability responsibilities 

ii. Now, I could go on about this for hours but unfortunately, we don’t have time to go 

over all of it, so we’ve linked the Shared Responsibility diagram in the sidebar 

c. Along with responsibilities, your liability is changed, in my opinion, in a positive way.  

i. At first, it may appear daunting, to think that you need to keep track of your own 

responsibilities, but another way to think of it is that there are a host of challenges 

that your organization will not be burdened with.  

ii. Also, Microsoft is continually making improvements to its security tools to better 

expose them to customers and make it easier for administrators to quickly review 

the information that is most relevant to them. 

d. In summation, Microsoft will assume responsibility for some of the more mundane security 

tasks, leaving you with control over the areas that have the most direct impact on your 

users, thereby reducing the administrative strain on your organization. 

3. What tools do you have at your disposal in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center?  

a. The most important tool in my book is the Microsoft Secure Score. It is basically a tool that 

instructs you on when and how to use every other security tool or feature. 

i. It is built into all Microsoft 365 tenants and it rates your organization’s Microsoft 

365 security posture. In addition to rating your current security posture, it provides 

recommendations and guidance to improve your security.  

ii. We don't have time to go over everything, but I will conduct a high level overview. 

For everything I don’t cover, there is accompanying documentation linked in the 

sidebar. 

1. Firstly, there are required permissions, depending on how you intend to 

use Secure Score. For the sake of simplicity, I’ll focus on the actions that can 

be taken by a Global administrator.  

2. So, as a Global Admin of a 365 tenant, you will be able to see an Overview 

of your current score, Improvement actions, a Historical score, and a 

section for monitoring Metrics and Trends. You can also review how your 

organization’s score compares with others by setting your own custom 

 



comparison criteria. This comparison can account for organizational size, 

and licensing feature sets. 

3. Most of your interactions with the Microsoft Secure Score portal will 

pertain to the Improvement section, as this is where you will see a laundry 

list of recommended security improvements and their corresponding 

points. By clicking on any of the recommended actions, you will be 

presented with a brief summary of why that recommendation was made 

and the steps you can take to implement it. 

iii. I do want to touch on how to interpret results as well 

1. The “Action plan” points you to where in 365 or Azure you need to go to 

make the improvement. The “At a glance” section indicates the 

classification of the recommendation and its corresponding Microsoft 

product. The User impact field indicates which users will be affected if you 

choose to proceed with the recommended actions and the 

“Implementation” field provides you with instructions on how to do so. 

2. Now bear in mind, changes made to your 365 environment can take up to 

24 hours to reflect in your Microsoft 365 Secure Score 

3. You even have the option to indicate that you have already addressed 

recommended actions via a 3rd-party solution and be awarded the points 

accordingly 

iv. As you can tell, Microsoft is really trying to make the topic of security less boring for 

IT admins. To accomplish this, they’ve injected a fun gamification element into this 

tool.  

1. You can simply earn points just for ‘looking’ at a setting 

2. With each improvement you make to your Microsoft 365 Secure Score, 

your organization’s comparison will be updated 

3. With that said, you would be remiss to think this is just a fun exercise.  

4. If you are managing a Microsoft 365 tenant, what can you do TODAY to harden security?  

a. I’m sure this isn't the first time you’ve heard this suggestion, but you should keep up to date 

on IT best practices. 

i. I personally do this in a few ways. I have a google news feed on the security topic, 

along with subscribing to a Microsoft security newsletter. Making sure you have 

multiple channels to get security news from is important as you receive multiple 

 



perspectives. At the same time, you have to avoid oversubscribing and getting 

notification fatigue. Security news is definitely a double edged sword. 

b. Additionally, you can spend 30 minutes tweaking a couple settings to make a major impact 

on your organization's security. 

i. Firstly, Enable and Enforce MFA 

1. I would like to say this doesn’t need explaining...but, despite the prevalence 

of this topic in the IT community, it is still astonishing how many Microsoft 

365 accounts still go unsecured by MFA. According to a February 2020 

Microsoft presentation at the RSA Conference, 99.9% of all Microsoft 

account breaches could have been prevented had the accounts been 

secured with MFA. Does this mean that MFA is impossible to breach and 

that it can be used as your only security measure? No. A more accurate 

interpretation of the data would be to say that of the Microsoft accounts 

that bad actors tried to breach, the ones that had MFA were the most likely 

to be skipped because of the amount of extra work it would take to 

compromise those accounts compared to less secure accounts. Essentially, 

you want to make your house one of the harder ones to break into in your 

neighborhood. 

ii. Once you have MFA in place, disable password expiration 

1. Research shows that users tend to choose weak passwords when they are 

frequently asked to change their passwords. A strong user password that 

never changes is more secure than a weak password. And with MFA in 

place, user passwords become less relevant in terms of securing user 

identities. 

iii. After that, turn on audit log searching 

1. This is another absolute must. Logs only start generating once this is turned 

on, so even if you don’t do anything with the logs now, at least you would 

have started  the data collection for when you need them 

c. After spending those 30 minutes, make sure to send out some user training! 

i. This one is tough, but making people aware of some common Do’s and Don’ts is 

always a good idea 

1. There are plenty of security training resources  for end users 

2. For example, Microsoft has partnered with Terranova to provide some free 

resources available to Microsoft 365 subscribers. 

 



a. Link in sidebar 

3. Office 365 ATP P2 also offers customizable user awareness training that can 

be deployed by administrators to discern which users may be in need of 

more targeted guidance on topics like phishing emails and social 

engineering.  

5. So, all of this stuff can’t be free, right? What are the licensing implications?  

a. Well, you had to know we’d get to this question. Sadly, not all features are free, and 

Microsoft, being a business, saves their best tools for their highest license tiers. Granted, 

Secure Score is free, along with MFA and a few other key features. 

b. Different security features have a range of different licensing requirements, but the good 

news is that we can avoid administrative and financial headaches through service 

consolidation. 

i. More basic features are bundled into lower tier business and enterprise suites, like 

Office 365 Business Standard and Office 365 E3 

ii. It is prudent to regularly review your organization’s license requirements. As your 

company grows and more features are required, there will come a time when you 

will need to reevaluate your organization’s needs from both a productivity and a 

security standpoint. 

c. You should use this as an opportunity to consolidate disparate services and subscriptions to 

save money. 

i. Microsoft has comparable services to industry leading solutions, such as... 

1. O365 Advanced Threat Protection Training is comparable to KnowBe4 in 

the area of user training 

2. O365 ATP Email Security being comparable to Mimecast  

3. Defender ATP is Microsoft’s Endpoint protection 

a. This isn’t your grandma’s Microsoft Security Essentials you know 

b. One thing about it you might not realize, is Defender ATP uses the 

data collected from Windows Defender built into everyone’s 

Windows 10 systems around the world. I like to think of them as 

“cannon fodder.” 

c. Microsoft Defender ATP is a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant, 

ranking above Crowdstrike, Symantec, TrendMicro, and Sophos. 

d. Some other areas in which Microsoft security solutions are ranked 

as a leader in their respective Gartner Magic Quadrant include: 

 



● Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) solutions 

○ Which is known as Microsoft Cloud App Security 

● Access Management, in the form of RBAC and Identity and 

Access Management 

● Enterprise Information Archiving with Data Loss and 

Prevention tools like Office 365 Message Encryption and 

Azure Information Protection 

● Unified Endpoint Management (UEM) tools with the 

marrying of Intune MDM, Defender ATP, and Azure ATP 

e. So Microsoft is certainly no slouch when it comes to security, 

especially as it pertains to securing their own platforms. 

d. Overall, understanding which features align with your business needs will point you towards 

the “tier” of licensing you need. Combined with determining which disparate subscriptions 

can be pulled under the Microsoft security umbrella, this will help to reduce the panes of 

glass you need to jump through for effective administration of your organization. 

i. Conducting security reviews and architecting licensing solutions is something I 

personally assist clients with here at Trusted Tech Team.  

6. You seem pretty passionate about everything you’ve talked about so far. Is there anything off the 

beaten path you could share with us?  

a. Most definitely! A little-known feature that was newly released is the Office 365 

Recommended Configuration Analyzer, otherwise known as ORCA, Microsoft’s latest forced 

acronym. 

i. ORCA makes it possible to run a report via PowerShell that outputs your 

organization’s current Exchange Online Protection, anti-phishing, anti-spoofing, Safe 

Links and Safe Attachments configuration parameters. Along with displaying your 

configuration it also compares those settings with Microsoft’s best practices to help 

you determine what you should reconfigure. 

ii. I encourage you to check-out the ORCA video linked in the sidebar. The video comes 

courtesy of Matt Soseman, a Senior Security Architect at Microsoft, whom I have 

worked with on several occasions. Along with his video on ORCA, he has many 

instructional videos about Microsoft 365 Security and Compliance that would be a 

great addition to any Microsoft 365 Admin’s arsenal. 

b. Microsoft Threat Protection Service is another cool new feature 

 



i. Microsoft Threat Protection Service presents Microsoft 365 threat protection

services in a single pane of glass. It coordinates the detection, prevention,

investigation and threat response across the different M365 threat vectors (which

includes devices, identities, infrastructure, and data)

ii. There is more information on this topic in the sidebar

c. One more recently released feature is Office 365 Safe Documents

i. This is a feature in M365 E5 and M365 E5 Security that leverages Microsoft

Defender ATP to scan documents and files before users are allowed to interact with

them. Users will be able to view the document during the scanning process, and

once the file is determined to be safe, users will then be able to edit them as usual.

7. What other insight or advice can Trusted Tech Team offer?

a. We  put together a roadmap to help Microsoft 365 customers get started with securing their

365 tenants.

i. We wanted to provide a short, easy to use guide. Whether you are just getting off

the ground, or looking to expand your security practices, we have you covered.

ii. We all know the security chain is only as good as its weakest link, so this roadmap

helps you build out the basic security infrastructure in logical increments while

accounting for any glaring “weak links”, prior to getting started with Secure Score.

iii. All the things we referenced here and more are included in this.

1. My biggest ask of today, is that you review the security roadmap.

2. My next ask is that you start using Secure Score.

3. Lastly, if you come across any security features that you want to leverage,

but you don’t have licensing for, reach out to us. We have several engineers

who are well versed on this topic, but you are welcome to ask for me by

name.


